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Media Politics Globalizing World Robertson
Russia, China, Nigeria and others are pressuring social media companies to take down dissenting views or blocking the apps completely.
What the authoritarian crackdown on social media means for global activism
Loughborough has been at the forefront of political communication research in the UK for over 25 years, examining campaigns, protest movements, radical
politics, democratic deliberation, journalism, ...
Political communication
Robertson left local politics in 2018 but today (May 6 ... a leader in sustainability and greenest city in the world,” reads a GCMCE media release. “By
tackling the issues of energy efficiency ...
Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy names Gregor Robertson its new global ambassador
Media Mavens Podcast announces its newest series, Global Crisis Watch. This special podcast is dedicated to keeping listeners informed on current affairs
with ...
Media Mavens Podcast Adds Global Crisis Watch as a New Monthly Podcast Segment
Today’s global displacement figures are an epic failure of humanity. Every year for the past nine, record numbers of people have been forced from their
homes because of violence and persecution. Yet ...
“Today’s global displacement figures are an epic failure of humanity”
The Aussies get it. Liberal bias in the U.S. has become so pronounced that it has attracted international attention. Critics from many miles away — many,
many miles away — have taken notice.
Inside the Beltway: Liberal media biasgets global condemnation
A newspaper with ties to China's Communist Party touted a G7 political cartoon mocking the Last Supper and the projected decline of the USA.
CCP-linked newspaper touts G7 political cartoon mocking Last Supper, alleged US decline
Russian President Vladimir Putin has praised the outcome of his summit with U.S. President Joe Biden and called him an astute negotiator ...
Putin praises summit result, calls Biden a tough negotiator
They are part of a larger trend emerging in world politics: the growing ... ongoing process of industrialization, globalization and democracy. Social media
giants are but the latest manifestation ...
Social Media, Inc.: The Global Politics of Big Data
A Chinese Communist Party-linked newspaper is highlighting an anti-Christian, anti-West political cartoon deriding the U.S. as “feeble” and destined for
death.
Chinese Communist Party-linked newspaper highlights political cartoon mocking Christianity, West after G-7
The ability to act globally and collectively in the public interest is precisely what is needed to solve so many of the most serious problems facing humanity.
The World Needs a People’s Vaccine
Vietnam introduced national guidelines on social media behaviour on Friday which encourage people to post positive content about the Southeast Asian
country and require state employees to report ...
Vietnam introduces nationwide code of conduct for social media
Facebook to end some of its preferential treatment of speech by world leaders whose remarks that violate rules are much less likely to be censored.
Facebook after Trump suspension: Political speech of world leaders will reportedly get less preferential treatment
Geoffrey Robertson is ... and the populist politics of Vladimir Putin, Xi Jinping, Narendra Modi, Donald Trump and the Brexit campaign have eroded
confidence in a global system of law and order.
Book review: Geoffrey Robertson makes the case for naming and shaming human rights abusers
In an effort to honor the resilience and perseverance of displaced people around the world, Alight and UNIFY are proud to present Unify for ...
Alight And UNIFY Lead Global Movement For World Refugee Day
Over the past week, the US media and the Biden administration have sought to legitimize the conspiracy theory that the world’s leading scientists were
engaged in a cover-up of the “Wuhan lab” origins ...
The “Wuhan lab” lie and the political witch hunt against science
By Katie Robertson ... its social media policy after more than 150 staff members publicly condemned the firing of a young journalist for violating that
policy. In a memo to its global newsrooms ...
A.P. Begins Review of Social Media Policy After Journalist’s Firing
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As the war over the wearing of ties in Parliament's debating chamber dies down, the issue has caught the attention of worldwide media ... grabbing national
and global attention.
NZ's political tie debate goes global as subject wows world media
An interesting debate is unfolding in India on Narendra Modi’s performance. Well, there’s nothing new in that except the fact that this debate is playing
out in a rarefied stratosphere involving India ...
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